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QUESTION 1

You wish to advertise LDP labels for all local networks; which is the most effective policy statement to use? 

A. from prefix-list direct 

B. match local 

C. from protocol direct 

D. match protocol direct 

E. from protocol local 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following about LDP sessions is TRUE? 

A. Frame mode requires multiple sessions between peers. 

B. The lower transport address initiates the session. 

C. Established LDP sessions run over a TCP connection. 

D. An LDP session is established immediately after Init messages are exchanged between peers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which one of the following is a valid IPv6 multicast address? 

A. ff00::1:2 

B. fe80::216:4dff:fe13:5cae 

C. ::ffff:0:0.240.0.0.1 

D. 2001:db8::30a:216:4dff:fe13:5cae 

E. fd01:2234:5678::1 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Click the exhibit button. 
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[Missing the exhibit]

Which of the following statements best describes the format of data traffic sent from the PC to the server? 

A. The source IP address will be the address of the PC, and the destination IP address will be the system IP address of
router R1; the source MAC address will be the MAC address of the PC, and the destination MAC address will be the
MAC address of the router R1 port connected to the PC. 

B. The source IP address will be the address of the PC, and the destination IP address will be the IP address of the
router R1 port connected to the PC, the source MAC address will be the MAC address of the PC, and the destination
MAC address will be the MAC address of the router R1 port connected to the PC. 

C. The source IP address will be the address of the PC, and the destination IP address will be the IP address of the
server, the source MAC address will be the MAC address of the PC, and the destination MAC address will be the MAC
address of the server. 

D. The source IP address will be the address of the PC, and the destination IP address will be the IP address of the
server; the source MAC address will be the MAC address of the PC, and the destination MAC address will be the MAC
address of the router R1 port connected to the PC. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following about the Alcatel-Lucent 7750 SR command "own Isp-trace" is FALSE? 

A. The MPLS TTL values are incremented at each request. 

B. The router uses MPLS Echo Request packets that are IP-routed. 

C. The router collects hop information along the tunnel\\'s path. 

D. The router performs an unidirectional LSP test. 

Correct Answer: B 
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